Memorandum
From the office of Chairman Bob Stump
Arizona Corporation Commission
1200 W. WASHINGTON
PHOENIX, ARIZONA
(602) 542-3935
FAX: (602) 542-0752

TO: Docket Control

DATE: September 23, 2013

FROM: Trisha Morgan, Executive Aide

SUBJECT: Arizona Public Service Corporation Docket No. E-01345A-13-0248

Between the dates of Wednesday, September 18, 2013 at 2:45 pm and Monday, September 23, 2013 at 9:25 am the Chairman received 215 identical computer generated emails computer. Attached is a sample copy of the emails received.
Dear Chairman Stump,

The Arizona solar industry is fast becoming a national leader, providing more than 10,000 jobs and boosting Arizona's economy with many small businesses. This comes at a critical time in our nation's energy history, when we must do all we can to promote a switch to clean, renewable energy sources that will increase our energy independence and help avert potentially disastrous climate change.

The Arizona Public Service (APS) proposal to dismantle net metering and effectively place steep new costs on rooftop solar is the exact opposite of what our state and our nation need at this critical juncture. Saving money on electric bills is a key motivation for the installation of rooftop solar systems. It makes no sense to harm this industry just to protect the profits enjoyed by APS.

Please say no to APS' effort to cripple Arizona's growing solar industry. This proposal harms consumers and competition for the sake of nothing more than serving APS' bottom line.

Birgit Dashi
Paul-Keith-Str. 17
Forchheim, ot 91301
DE